
Natural gas is the smarter eNergy choice because 

it is iNstaNt, cleaN aNd eNviroNmeNtally frieNdly.

meetiNg our target to reduce the average household 

carboN footpriNt by oNe third would save 4.6 toNNes 

of emissioNs per household iN oNe year. source: toward q2
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1coNtributioN from Natural gas to lower greeNhouse gas emissioNs 

apa welcomes the opportunity to outline the role that the natural gas industry can  
play in queensland in relation to carbon emissions reduction and the benefits of  
carbon reduction to climate change. with the support of the queensland Government,  
apa believes that the following five initiatives could play a substantial role in assisting  
the queensland Government to achieve its stated greenhouse gas reduction objectives.

coNtributioN from 
Natural gas to 
lower greeNhouse 
gas emissioNs

executive summary

1 >  resIdentIal: converting existing homes from 
electric hot water to natural gas resulting in  
70 – 80 % lower carbon emissions per household 
from hot water systems, resulting in potential 
savings of an estimated 246,000 tonnes co2-e pa;

2 >  IndustrIal: transition current industrial coal 
fired facilities to gas fired alternative resulting  
in potential savings of an estimated 80,000  
tonnes co2-e pa;

3 >  commercIal: actively promote “Green 
Buildings” with an emphasis on replacing electric 
powered chillers (air conditioning) and heating,  
with gas fired alternatives;

4 >  transport: facilitate growth in  
“back to base” natural gas vehicle fleets;

5 >  Gas fIred electrIcIty GeneratIon: 
facilitate the transition to increased gas fired 
energy generation, including gas fired embedded 
generation applications. as a guide, a 30 mega 
watt generator reduces emissions by 15,000 
tonnes of co2-e and has the potential to reduce 
the queensland Government’s capital investment 
in electricity transmission and distribution 
infrastructure.

apa welcomes the opportunity of working with the queensland Government and  
looks forward to further opportunities to be involved in future consultation with the 
queensland Government, regulators and other stakeholders in refining and delivering  
the policy objectives related to climatesmart 2050 and towards q2.
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apa Group, comprised of australian pipeline trust 
and apt Investment trust, is the major asX-listed 
energy transmission company in australia with 
interests in almost 12,000 km of natural gas pipeline 
infrastructure across australia. In queensland apa 
owns over 2,300 km of gas distribution networks  
in south east queensland, the roma to Brisbane 
pipeline which delivers gas from gas fields to  
south east queensland coal seam gas processing 
plants, gas fired power stations, gas storage  
facilities and two high voltage direct current  
electricity interconnector systems. 

the apa queensland Gas network supplies  
seventy-five thousand customers and includes  
over 2,300 km of distribution mains located in 
Brisbane, the Gold coast, northern new south 
wales, toowoomba and oakey. apa also provides 
management and operation services to the gas 
distribution and transmission company envestra 
which owns 19,100 km of natural gas distribution 
networks around australia (including networks for  
the Brisbane’s northern suburbs, Ipswich and five 
regional queensland centres).

iNtroductioN

apa group
apa transports gas from every major gas source to every major gas market in  
australia, delivering more than 50% of the nation’s domestic gas use annually.
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Natural gas utilisatioN

natural gas is one of the cleanest fossil fuels available. 
natural gas is under-utilised in the queensland 
residential and commercial sectors. however, with 
appropriate support from the queensland Government 
and industry, there is potential for substantial annual 
growth in both gas customer numbers as well as 
average consumption. this growth in natural gas 
consumption will displace higher polluting energy 
sources such as coal fired electricity thus reducing 
queensland’s overall emission levels.

queensland relies on natural gas for only 11.5 per  
cent of its primary energy needs. this is low compared  
to other major states, with the exception of nsw.  
there are environmental implications that result  
from this. the larger the dependency on coal and  
oil (as opposed to natural gas), the higher the states  
per capita contribution to Greenhouse Gas emissions.

backgrouNd

Natural gas coNsumptioN by state 

state pJ
% australIan 
consumptIon

% of state prImary 
enerGy use 

western australia 411.2 34.7 54.1 

victoria 277.6 23.4 19.1 

nsw/act 156.4 13.2 10.2 

Queensland 152.5 12.9 11.5 

south australia 139.5 11.8 41.8 

source: esaa and abare

In queensland there are almost two million electricity 
consumers and only 140,000 gas customers, 
predominantly located in south east queensland.  
not only are the gas customer numbers lower, 
the average queensland annual consumption per 
customer is half that of nsw and south australia  
and only one quarter that of act and victoria.  

this is demonstrated in the table below. whilst 
this is primarily due to climate, the penetration of 
gas appliances, including hot water, is much lower 
in queensland than in other states. In south east 
queensland there are approximately 420,000 homes 
on line of main (ie gas is available in the street) and  
of these 145,000 are connected to the gas network.

resideNtial gas usage by state

state averaGe resIdentIal consumptIon (GJ pa)

western australia 23.0

victoria 59.2

nsw 23.7

south australia 24.0

act 48.0

Queensland 12.6

source: gas distributors
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historically, gas has not been the fuel of  
choice for queenslanders mainly because:

> the relatively low cost of coal fired electricity;

> the limited gas network coverage; and

>  the climate, which meant gas was not  
sought as a heating fuel. 

this meant that queensland’s gas utilities were 
not able to economically expand, as the low 
levels of demand did not underpin the high fixed 
costs associated with utility network expansion. 
consequently, the high costs and low demand have 

resulted in relatively higher gas prices  
for consumers compared to other states. 

as noted above, in percentage terms, the growth  
in the use of gas has started to improve however,  
it is worthy to note that even with the sustainable 
Building code, in absolute terms, there were only 
5,750 new gas domestic connections in queensland 
in 2007/08 and this result remains well down on  
other states despite queensland’s strong population 
growth. In comparison victoria had approximately 
30,000 new connections and western australia 
approximately 20,000.

growth iN resideNtial coNNectioNs

state Growth In customer numBers 2007/8

western australia 20,000

victoria 30,000

new south wales 30,000

south australia 8,3001

Queensland 5,750

source: gas distributors 1 south australian data is 2006/7 data

backgrouNd coNt.
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the beNefits of Natural gas

Benefits of natural gas include:

>  gas is more environmentally friendly than other 
fossil fuel types, such as coal, thus gas has a lower 
greenhouse gas footprint than coal fired electricity;

>  gas reserves in queensland have been increasing  
in recent years as coal seam gas projects are  
being developed;

>  gas is economically viable. the costs of gas 
production and transport are known with reasonable 
certainty. any natural monopoly elements of the gas 
supply chain are subject to government regulation;

>  gas production and distribution uses  
proven technologies;

>  gas is a reliable fuel that very rarely has  
unplanned supply interruptions for end users. 
unlike electricity, gas can be stored in pipes,  
thus allowing some flexibility in managing any  
short term load fluctuations;

>  gas is recognised as being preferred by consumers 
for cooking and water heating. residents recently 
arrived in queensland from interstate, have the 
expectation that gas supply will be available;

>  the gas network in south east queensland with 
appropriate queensland Government support and 
regulatory environment is capable of significant 
expansion to cater for increased utilisation;

>  the ability of gas networks to cater for fluctuating 
loads means that it can replace large electricity 
loads at peak times (eg. cooking, heating). 
this delays or removes the need for increased 
queensland Government investment in electricity 
infrastructure (transmission and distribution).
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iNitiatives for 
reduciNg carboN  
emissioNs

sectioN oNe

iNitiative 1 – resideNtial

meeting our target to reduce the average household carbon footprint by 
one third would save 4.6 tonnes of emissions per household in one year. 
If every household reached the target, the saving would be 10.1 million 
tonnes in 2020. that’s more than all the residential emissions produced  
on the Gold coast in one year.
source: towards q2
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hot water 

Gas hot water systems can be of the storage tank type 
or continuous flow type. continuous flow hot water 
systems have no storage losses. In queensland, the 
average gas hot water consumption is approximately 
10 GJ pa. Gas hot water systems are efficient and 
result in 70 - 80% lower greenhouse emissions than 
standard electricity systems. 

Government policy encourages the use of other hot 
water technologies as well as gas. these include 
electric heat pumps and solar. 

apa supports the use of solar for hot water and 
believes that solar with gas boosting is preferable 
to electric boosting. for most consumers, cost is a 
significant factor when looking to purchase hot water 
technology. If natural gas is available in the area,  
it is likely to be a more economical choice for the 
majority of customers. 

utilisation of natural gas for hot water loads  
also greatly reduces the electricity infrastructure 
requirements especially the peak load requirement 
which is a significant issue for electricity generation, 
transmission and distribution.

apa has some reservations about the promotion  
of electric heat pumps for hot water use. while they 
are more efficient than standard electric hot water 
systems, as an electric appliance they will exacerbate 
electricity peak demand problems within the south 
east queensland electricity network. 

Gas distributors have confidence that if there is a level 
playing field in terms of Government rebates, gas hot 
water systems will be preferred by customers due to 
their superior performance and recovery rates for the 
task at hand.

there are three basic opportunities that relate to reduction  
of carbon emissions by queensland’s residents. these are:

1.  converting hot water, heating and cooking from electricity to gas;

2.  increasing penetration from 32% to 70% of lots currently adjacent  
to the existing gas infrastructure (additional 149,000 connections);

3.  the queensland Government providing financial support to extend 
the availability of gas to growth areas identified in the queensland 
Government’s south east queensland regional plan 2005 – 2026.

the three major applications for residential gas customers are hot  
water, heating and cooking.
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Increased penetration of gas for hot water and  
cooking will result in reduced queensland Government 
capital investment in the energex and ergon energy 
networks for connection of new customers. the 
queensland Government estimates that a $2,200 
investment in infrastructure is required per 1kw of peak 
load. each new electric system has 3.5kw of demand 
which requires $7,700 of capital expenditure. 
(source: review of the Queensland government climate  

change strategy).

 
recommeNdatioN

Rebates and REC eligibility should be restructured  
so that parity is achieved between competing 
technologies relative to their contribution to the  
climate change challenge (equivalent rebate  
$ for each ton of emissions reduced).

whilst recognising that natural gas reduces carbon 
emissions by 70 – 80%, the financial incentives that 
consumers can receive under state and federal 
Government schemes for alternatives to electric hot 
water do not highlight the benefit of converting from 
electric hot water to gas hot water. 

the following table illustrates that gas offers 
comparable carbon emissions reduction benefits to 
electric boosted solar and heat pumps. however these 
alternatives to gas hot water receive up to 8 times the 
financial incentives available to gas hot water.

goverNmeNt fiNaNcial support for hot water systems

 mt co2-e

fInancIal 
IncentIves

Breakdown of  
fInancIal IncentIves

electric 4.1 $0  

Gas 1.2 $300 queensland Government $300

heat pump 1.1 $2,300
rec’s2 incentive $1,300 
federal Government $1,000

solar/electric Boosted 1.1 $2,600
rec’s incentive $1,600 
federal Government $1,000 

solar/Gas Boosted 0.4 $2,600
rec’s incentive $1,600 
federal Government $1,000

2 renewable energy certificate

iNitiatives for reduciNg  
carboN emissioNs coNt.
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cookers 

It is not widely appreciated that the peak usage  
of cook tops and ovens is one of the largest peak 
loads on electricity distribution systems. this peak 
load exceeds air conditioning and hot water systems. 
therefore, the substitution of electric with gas  
cookers will have a significant impact in reducing  
the evening electric peak load. whilst cooking  
is a relatively smaller load compared to hot water,  
(3 GJ pa), it is a significant consumer of energy  
in households.

the residential Gas Installation rebate scheme 
provides for the payment of $300 to a home owner 
when a gas hot water system replaces an electric 
hot water system. If an electric hot water system is 
replaced with one of these alternatives then a further 
$200 is available where an electric cooker is replaced 
with a gas cooker. In addition to the parity proposed  
in the above recommendation for gas hot water 
systems it would be beneficial if the restriction that 
links the availability for a rebate for replacement of  
an electric cooker to the replacement of an electric  
hot water system was removed. that is eligibility for 
the rebate for gas cookers would be independent  
of replacement of electric hot water systems.

 
recommeNdatioN

Gas cookers and BBQs be included in the Residential 
Gas Installation Rebate scheme as an individual 
purchase, not as addition to hot water systems.

rebate eligibility

currently the rebates under the residential Gas 
Installation rebate scheme are paid by gas retailers 
over an extended period. apa believes that customers 
will have more incentive if the rebate is available 
immediately, at the time of purchase as is the case 
with the water wise rebate scheme for water saving 
household appliances. 

recommeNdatioN

The rebates to be paid in a lump sum, at or soon  
after purchase.
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iNcreasiNg peNetratioN  
– of houses oN liNe of maiN

the following initiative outlines an opportunity to 
increase penetration which has the opportunity  
to deliver major benefits such as: 

>  reduction of cost per customer (as fixed  
network costs are shared across a larger  
number of customers) resulting in improved 
economies of scale;

> additional greenhouse gas abatement;

>  the opportunity to reduce queensland Government 
capital expenditure on electricity infrastructure  
and better utilise existing gas network capital.

a significant number of electricity hot water  
customers are not on off peak (controllable load) 
tariffs. a government program to switch these 
customers from electric hot water to gas would  
have benefits through:

> greenhouse gas abatement;

>  reduction in public capital spending  
for electricity infrastructure.

recommeNdatioN

The Queensland Government support a program  
to encourage customers with hot water on electricity 
Tariff 11 (general use tariff) to convert to natural gas,  
if it is available in their street.

Until economies of scale are attained in the 
Queensland gas market retailers and consumers  
will remain generally uninterested in using gas. 
Assistance sought includes:

> funding to support T11 transition programs;

>  assistance to educate consumers  
and industry participants; 

>  possible sponsorship of a “mobile  
energy efficient advisory centre”;

>  sponsorship of Green Suburb initiatives, possibly 
part of existing gas network renewal program.

All participants in the gas market need to explore, 
develop and implement tools and information sources 
so that end users are aware and can easily identify  
if gas is currently available for their household.
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Network expaNsioN

housiNg coNstructioN  
projects remote from  
gas iNfrastructure

the queensland Government has identified 17 new 
areas to fast track to be developer ready to address 
the housing affordability crisis in queensland. under 
the current regulatory regime it is not viable for the 
distribution network to be expanded so as to provide 
natural gas reticulation into these new estates.

recommeNdatioNs

When future housing development sites are 
considered the availability of gas infrastructure  
should be a factor in selection.

The Queensland Government require, where 
practicable, common trenching of utility services  
– gas, electricity, water and cable – to and within,  
the new housing sites.

regioNal towNs aNd cities

there needs to be the establishment and expansion 
of gas networks in regional towns and cities similar 
to the victorian Government’s natural Gas extension 
program that allocated $70 million of state funds to 
regional expansion of the gas network in victoria. 

there is considerable growth potential in the western 
growth corridor, caboolture area, townsville and the 
sunshine coast. such expansion will facilitate further 
industrial and commercial development in regional 
centres. many other regional cities, including the  
Gold coast and logan, have immature gas networks 
and have only been developed in recent years, 
however without government assistance in growth 
strategies these have been slow to develop. a potential 
project that would benefit from government support  
is extending the south east queensland gas 
distribution network off the proposed north coast 
pipeline development. this would allow connections  
to be established in new development areas in  
the sunshine coast growth corridor adjacent the 
Bruce highway.

 
 

 
recommeNdatioN

The Queensland Government should consider 
schemes similar to the Victorian $70 million Natural 
Gas Extension Program fund. Such a scheme could 
be developed to underpin network extensions to 
communities in South East Queensland which are 
currently remote from the gas network.

eNergy efficieNt appliaNces

currently electricity and gas appliances have energy 
star ratings to enable customers to select high 
efficiency models. If all appliances; gas, electric, wood 
etc were all rated on the same scale, then customers 
would be able to more readily see the absolute, rather 
than relative environmental benefits of an appliance. 
for example under existing arrangements, a consumer 
will not understand that a 3 star gas appliance 
may produce less Greenhouse Gases than a 5 star 
electricity appliance, when the whole fuel cycle is 
considered.

recommeNdatioN 

The Queensland Government raise this issue with 
the Federal Department of the Environment, Water, 
Heritage and the Arts with a view to amending the 
Energy Rating Label scheme to reflect the absolute 
environmental benefits. 
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iNitiative 2 – iNdustrial

iNitiatives for 
reduciNg carboN  
emissioNs 
coNt.

sectioN oNe
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retiriNg coal burNiNg plaNt  
iN iNdustry aNd hospitals 

a significant reduction in greenhouse gas emissions 
and improved urban air quality would result if all 
direct use of coal by large users was phased out. 
queensland stands out in the eastern states as the 
last state to still have major coal burning in its capital 
city. these include inefficient boilers in hospitals and 
manufacturing plants. coal fired boiler plants typically 
use large amounts of town water for steam condensing 
purposes, this water use is significantly reduced in gas 
fired installations. 

 

our preliminary analysis suggests that sites within 
the greater Brisbane area consume in the order 
of 100,000 tones of coal and therefore generating 
200,000 tones of co2-e. replacing this coal plant 
with gas fired plant has the potential to reduce co2-e 

emissions by approximately 80,000 mt per annum. 
additional benefits from the use of natural gas include 
reduced air pollution and the removal of the need for 
both on-site coal storage and landfill disposal of ash 
and clinker from coal boilers. 

recommeNdatioN

The Queensland Government require the phasing  
out of coal burning industrial plants in the greater 
Brisbane area by 2012. The Queensland Government 
utilize the $55 million Queensland Smart Energy 
Savings fund to provide financial support to 
businesses that convert from coal fired to gas  
fired boilers.

xxxx castlemaiNe perkiNs

>  castlemaine perkins replaced coal fired 
boilers with natural gas high efficiency  
steam boilers in 2008.

>  new gas fired system will improve  
efficiency and provide benefits around 
energy consumption and emissions.

>  converting from coal provides operational 
benefits as well as being in the best interests 
of the community and the environment.

>  Gas fired boilers have added advantages 
around minimising electricity and water  
use as well as steam and carbon emissions.

>  Gas boiler consume 100kw less electricity 
than coal boilers.
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iNitiative 3 – commercial

iNitiatives for 
reduciNg carboN  
emissioNs 
coNt.

sectioN oNe
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greeN buildiNgs  
– New coNstructioN

the recently completed Green square complex  
north tower is an excellent example of how the 
changing building regulations can assist in the 
reduction of carbon emissions. 

now housing staff from the queensland Government’s 
crime and misconduct commission, the Green  
square complex is recognised as one of the world’s 
most environmentally friendly office developments.  
the complex has its own gas-driven power plant  
which was built using recycled timber and steel.  
this will save 1.7 million litres of water a year.

while most office developments emit more than 
100kg of carbon dioxide annually per square 
metre, the north tower is said to create just 29kg. 
andrew mcnamara, minister for sustainability and 
climate change, has said “this is the way we need  
to go and we have to keep raising the standard of  
new buildings.”

whilst this is the first completed office development 
in queensland to achieve a six-star rating from the 
Green Building council of australia, it provides a 
blueprint for future new commercial developments. 
this development has the capacity to achieve an 
annual energy saving that is equivalent to the amount 
of energy needed to power approximately 80 homes.

source: http://www.futuregov.net

greeN buildiNgs  
– retrofittiNg existiNg 
commercial coNstructioNs

tried and proven embedded generation technologies 
include cogeneration and trigeneration. cogeneration 
is the use of a gas engine or turbine to produce 
electricity, with the waste heat being used for heating 
applications. trigeneration is fundamentally the same 
process as cogeneration, the only difference is that 
waste heat is channeled into an absorption chiller, 
which cools water for air conditioning applications. 

other commercial applicatioNs

cooking, heating and hot water are also standard 
applications in commercial premises, although 
requiring more specialised equipment than residential 
applications. Businesses tend to strongly focus on the 
effectiveness and running costs of their equipment.  
as natural gas penetration increases, then the gas 
costs will fall, encouraging even greater adoption  
by commercial sites.

recommeNdatioN

The Queensland Government continues to support 
green building initiatives by implementing policies  
that ensure that Queensland Government owned  
and tenanted buildings have high “green star” ratings.
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iNitiatives for 
reduciNg carboN  
emissioNs 
coNt.

sectioN oNe

Natural gas for vehicles

one of the more attractive opportunities to reduce  
co2 vehicle emissions is the conversion of large 
vehicles to natural gas. Ideally, these vehicles will  
have a daily “back to base” route such as buses, 
delivery vehicles, council truck fleets and garbage 
trucks etc. these vehicles are suited as natural 
gas vehicles (nGv) as the refueling depot can be 
established at a central location. 

Brisbane city council has already embarked on a 
significant conversion of their bus fleet, however to 
date there has been limited focus on converting  
other ‘back to base’ fleets to nGv. 

extending this conversion program could result  
in an approximate 10% saving in greenhouse 
gas emissions (source: australian Government, 
department of climate change, national Greenhouse 
and energy reporting (measurement) determination). 

recommeNdatioN

The Queensland Government to investigate the 
opportunity to convert “back to base” fleets to  
natural gas.

iNitiative 4 – traNsport
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embedded geNeratioN 

embedded Generation refers to small scale  
electricity generation located at or near the end  
user load, rather than at a remote power station. 
tried and proven embedded generation technologies 
include cogeneration and trigeneration. 

cogeneration and trigeneration have widespread 
commercial and industrial application in the  
southern states and internationally. due to the  
warm climate in queensland, there are fewer 
commercial applications that have the large  
winter space heating loads which are conducive  
to cogeneration. as a result commercial cogeneration 
installations in queensland have traditionally been 
limited mostly to institutional energy users  
e.g. hospitals. there are potential financial savings  
for industrial applications that utilise large amounts  
of heat in the manufacturing process. however the 
long term commitment required has been a barrier  
to widespread implementation.

By fully utilising the waste heat created by the  
power generation process, the efficiency of the 
cogeneration and trigeneration systems can  
exceed 80%. combining this fact with the use of  
clean burning natural gas as the fuel source means 
carbon emissions are slashed in installations adopting 
these technologies. 

as a result the use of gas fired embedded  
generation in new or renovated multi storey 
commercial / residential / institutional developments  
is a cost effective method to generate “green stars”  
for the building.

embedded generation has ancillary financial and 
community benefits. the water use per unit of 
electricity generated is negligible compared to 
centralised coal fired plants. electricity networks  
can also benefit, as the reduced demand on  
power during peak times can reduce or eliminate  
the requirement for costly network upgrades.  
historically, it has been difficult to realise these 
electricity network benefits, as electricity distributors 
are required to look at shorter timeframes when  
assessing network projects and funding.  

recommeNdatioN

The Queensland Government, with the support of 
electricity distributors, develops a support package  
for the developers of embedded generation projects 
that places a “per installed kilowatt” dollar value 
on the reduction of load on the electricity network 
consistent with the operational life of the embedded 
generation project. 

iNitiative 5 – gas fired  
electricity geNeratioN
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regulatioN of  
gas Networks

sectioN two
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queensland now has full retail competition (frc) for 
gas and electricity in most regions. competition will 
create a greater awareness of energy, although it is 
likely that the contribution from optimum fuel and 
appliance choice will result in greater savings in  
costs for consumers and environmental benefits. 

It needs to be emphasised that apa is a transporter  
of natural gas. It does not sell any gas itself and it 
does not receive a major financial advantage from 
increased use of gas through its existing distribution 
infrastructure. that is because, under the current 

contracting environment pricing is driven by  
capacity reservations rather than throughput and 
under the current regulatory environment, networks 
and pipeline owners received a regulated return, 
based on the value of the assets (and not how  
much gas flows through the assets). however,  
if more energy is transported, this results in a  
lower per unit cost for customers. 

to illustrate this point, the table below shows the 
relative network charges in 2007/8 for residential  
and business customers in each state.

network costs ($/GJ) resIdentIal BusIness (sme)

nsw $9.94 $4.76

vic $4.71 $2.80

sa $12.14 $8.12

qld $19.68 $10.32

source: published network tariffs and average load assumptions

this shows that queensland has the highest  
network charges of all the states on a per GJ  
basis. this is not because the networks make  
higher returns in queensland, but rather a function  
of queensland having a similar unit cost to other 
states, but recovering this cost over a much smaller 
gas load. an important benefit from increased gas 
consumption will be that queensland businesses  
will become more competitive as gas customer 
numbers and gas consumption increases and  
the tariffs consequently reduce. 

network owners do have some incentives to  
extend and expand their networks, however,  
this extension and expansion must meet  
prudency tests from the regulator. 

recommeNdatioN

The Queensland Government to encourage 
appropriate amendments to the regulatory approach 
in order to encourage sustainable development,  
while still adhering to sound economic principles. 
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gas air coNditioNiNg

as with some other advanced gas technologies, gas 
air conditioning is a proven technology, but the higher 
capital cost has resulted in lower penetration in 
australia. In countries such as Japan, where electricity 
prices are relatively high, gas air conditioning is widely 
used in homes and commercial buildings. 

an analysis of the cost of gas versus electricity air 
conditioning in the various states shows the following:

advaNced gas 
techNologies

sectioN three

gas air coNditioNiNg compared to electric

state
$ savInGs  

(Gas over electrIc)
co2 reductIon

victoria 45% 42%

south australia 29% 30%

nsw 20% 32%

Queensland -10% 31%

source: origin energy retail

this shows that based on current energy tariffs,  
it is more expensive for queensland customers to 
use gas air conditioning, despite greenhouse gas 
reductions exceeding 30%. however, if queensland 
decides to participate in the national smart meter 
rollout for electricity, then it will result in removal of 
existing cross subsidies and electricity air conditioning 
costs are expected to rise significantly. this will 
improve the competitiveness of gas and has the 
potential to result in a greater penetration of gas air 
conditioning units.

the electricity peak demand is typically in summer 
and it is largely driven by air conditioning loads. 
By contrast the peak demand for gas is in winter. 
therefore an initiative to encourage the development 
of residential gas fired air conditioning would 
contribute to a reduction in public investment in 
electricity transmission and distribution infrastructure.

the queensland Government estimates that a  
3 kilowatt electric air conditioning system imposes 
an additional $9,000 in investment in electricity 
infrastructure. Investment in queensland  
Government owned electricity distribution and 
transmission infrastructure accounts for two  
thirds of this additional investment.

 
recommeNdatioN

The Queensland Government support the installation 
of gas air conditioning for residential applications via 
an installation subsidy that recognises the benefits 
of reduced investment in electricity transmission and 
distribution infrastructure.

fuel cells

new, solid oxide natural gas fuel cells are being 
developed that will run on hydrogen gas and  
therefore have zero greenhouse emissions. an interim 
step currently includes using natural gas as the fuel 
source, instead of hydrogen. fuel cells are relatively 
expensive, but are already sold commercially.  
however the next generation fuel cells will be more 
efficient and easier to handle and couple together.

recommeNdatioN

The Government should consider the use of a 
demonstration Fuel cell for cogeneration in one  
of its buildings.



21coNtributioN from Natural gas to lower greeNhouse gas emissioNs 

In conclusion, apa Group welcomes the opportunity to work with the queensland 
Government and looks forward to further discussions on the role the natural gas industry 
can play in queensland in relation to carbon emissions reduction. 

21coNtributioN from Natural gas to lower greeNhouse gas emissioNs 

coNclusioN
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